As recorded by John Mayer
(From the 2001 Album ROOM FOR SQUARES)

Transcribed by actorjoe28

Intro

Moderately \( \text{\textit{}= 122} \)

Words and Music by John Mayer

*Gr. 2 in "Nashville tuning," which means 6 - 3 are tuned one octave higher than normal.

This necessitates alternate string gauges, such as 6(E) = .20 (wound), 5(A) = .015, 4(D) = .011, and 3(G) = .009
B Verse

Amaj9

Em9

C Pre-Chorus

Dmaj9

Amaj9
Chorus

Am9

D7add6

D7sus4add6

**“Nashville tuned” gtr. arr. for standard-tuned gtr.**